Artificial disk replacement combined with midlevel ACDF versus multilevel fusion for cervical disk disease involving 3 levels.
The optimal surgical approach for cervical disk disease remains a matter of debate, especially for multilevel disease. The purpose of this study was to compare the results of 2 surgical strategies for cervical disk disease involving 3 levels: hybrid constructs, artificial disk replacement combined with midlevel anterior cervical diskectomy and fusion (ACDF), and 3-level ACDF. The authors prospectively compared patients who had cervical disk disease involving 3 levels that was treated with hybrid constructs or with 3-level ACDF. Patients were asked to use the Neck Disability Index (NDI) to grade their pain intensity preoperatively and at routine postoperative intervals of 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 months. Dynamic flexion and extension lateral cervical radiographs were obtained while in the standing position preoperatively and at the postoperative intervals. The angular range of motion for C2-C7 and the adjacent segments was measured using the Cobb method. Twenty-four patients were treated, 12 with hybrid constructs and 12 with 3-level ACDF. Both groups had significant postoperative improvement in NDI scores and neck pain (P<.05). However, no significant difference was found between the groups (P>.05). The hybrid constructs group showed faster recovery of C2-C7 range of motion. Mean C2-C7 range of motion of the hybrid constructs group recovered to that of the preoperative value, but that of the 3-level ACDF group did not (P<.05). Range of motion of the superior and inferior adjacent segments showed significant differences between the 2 groups at 12 and 24 months postoperatively (P<.05). These findings suggest that the hybrid constructs is a safe and effective alternative for cervical disk disease involving 3 levels. The definite stabilization and maintained range of motion can be achieved right away, which can ensure a good preliminary clinical outcome.